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Abstract Many previous spatial computable general equilibrium (SCGE) models cannot be
applied for the evaluation of transport policies such as port development and tax/subsidy
policy against transportation sectors, since they do not deal ocean freight rate and ocean
carriers explicitly in the model. The model proposed here considers the behavior of ocean
carriers and ocean freight rate. Input structure and sales amount of intenegional
transportation sector are estimated and new way to represent ocean freight rate is suggested.
Multi-level function composed of CES and lrontief function is adopted for getting reliable
parameters of production function for many industries. The model is applied to four major
economic regions, they are Japan, USA, EU and Asia, and stability of the model is confirmed
by numerical experiment.
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l.INTRODUCTION

Traditional regional trade models, such as the input-output and economic based models and
econometric models, can hardly contain detailed actual situations. Those models assume
perfectly elastic supply and fixed prices. All results derive from exogenous change in
demand. Altematively, the spatial computable general equilibrium (SCGE) model, which is
based on neoclassical theory, has been applied to regional analysis. It is distinguished by
less than perfectly elastic supply and flexible prices. Strict assumptions can be relaxed.
Many researcher pointed out fixed price models can be viewed as limiting cased of the more
general equilibrium system.

According as the rapid growing of ocean carriers, they are getting more power to control the
world trade. Using the international input-output tables in different time period, a growing
path of ocean carriers is examined in the viewpoint of technical coefficient. Since major
carriers are still gowing, relatively small carriers will be kicked out from the field of
worldwide trade in near future. large carriers are very sensitive to the amount of transport
demand and change their freight rate frequently. Carriers'surroundings are changing; for
example, facilities of ports in the world are improved rapidly. In view above, when we
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forecast future world trade amount, following matters should be considered' Behavior of

international carriers has to be regarded as onJ of the important active economic units. And

then ocean freight rate, which t"fi".tt carrier's inputs exactly, should.be taken into the model'

Previous studils on SCGE model, however, ire still poor to incorporate behavior of

transportation firm and improvement of transportation facilities.

This study formulates a SCGE model including active behavior of ocean shipping carrier and

"ppii". 
it to estimation of trade amount among four major economic regions that are Japan,

dSn, BU and Asia. Input structure and sales amount of intenegional transportation s-ector

are estimated and new way to represent ocean freight rate is suggested' In section 2 the

preuious studies on trade irediction are introduced. In section 3 the SCGE model which

includes behavior of caniirs and their agreed freight rate is formulated' In section 4 the

benchmark equilibrium data and the parameter values are described' In section 5 the model

;;;-"ppf; to four major economic regions and influence of competitiveness among carriers

una Jfi"ng" of operatilnal cost are diicussed. Finally, section 6 is devoted to concluding

remarks una th" iummary of remaining problems for future study'

2. OVERVIEW OF INTER.REGIONAL TRADE MODEL

2.1 Gravity Model

Gravity model represents flow by regional potential and distance between regions' Carey

ltaZZf*ur the eailiest study on g;avifi model. Zipt $9a\ and.Isard et al. (1960) improved

the fo'rmulation and Wilson (197b) formulates the entropy model as a reform of it. Gravity

model can easily predict flow in future by scarce data'

2.2Input-Output Model

Isard (1951) composed inter-regional input-output table by inpul-output table in several

interactive iegions. Isard er at. 1LSOO1 and Lrontief et al. (1963) improve inter-regional

input-output 
"analysis. Gravity model was .integrated as an inter-regional trade factor'

pdtin.t"'(1970)'and Batten 
-(1933) 

also improved the model. . Oosterhaven (1984)

introduced rectangular input-output table into inter-regional trade an-alysis in order to solve

pioAuct-mix, wni]cn naA'been pointed as an _important 
problem of input-output analys.is'

these models are consistent wit'h a short-run Keynesian economy containing excess supplies

of capital and labor. Technical coefficients and trade coefficients are to be fixed and

interattion between income and consumption is not clarified in these models. Some

econometric improvements should be introduced at a long-run analysis.

23 Spatial Price Equilibrium Model

Spatial price equilibrium model was developed by Samuelson (1952) and Takayama et a!'

liSO+, i1lt1. 'Transportation cost is introduced into regional microeconomic model include

demand function and supply function. Inter-regional trade amount is not well predicted

compared with demand,'iupply and price. Since inter-regional demand and supply are

calculated founded on price Oiterministically, intra-industry trade can not be represented'

Batten e, a/. (1985) and Harker (198S) devetoped dispersed spatial price equilibrium mod-el-s

which include spatial interaction model such as gravity model__and entropy model'

Relationship betwien these models and behavioral theory, however, still is not clear. Miyagi

(f SqO) introduce random utility theory consistent with behavioral theory into the model.
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2.4 Spatial Computable General Equilibrium Model

SCGE model is based on a microeconomic general equilibrium framework. production,
consumption, prices of goods and factors, and quantities of goods transported are calculated
endogeriously. Firms are assumed to maximize profits, with producf and factor markets
typically assumed to be perfectly competitive. Profit maximization dictates that firms
minimize costs, with factor demands generally responsive to factor prices. Households are
assumed to maximize utility in their consumption decision, responding to price differences
across goods. Finally, prices adjust in goods and factor markets tolquate demands and
supplies. This framework is theoretically consistent. SCGE model is ihe most proper to
analyze influences of transportation environment'change on international trade.

General equilibrium framework was theoretical until Scarf (1967, 1973) solved general
equilibrium model computationally. Applications of CGE mod'els to regional econom"ics are
started within a couple of decades because of the paucity of regional dati. CGE models are
data intensive. Liew et al. (1984), one of the pioneers or sccg, evaluated a river
improvement plan from the viewpoint of reduction o] waterborne transportation cost. It is
pointed out that relationship between behavior of transportation firm andiransportation cost is
inconsistent.

3. DEVELOPMENT OF SCGE MODEL

3.1 Framework

SCGE trade model developed here mainly refers to Whalley (1985). Ocean carrier sector,
which takes charge of intenegional transportation, is newly introduced. The model ii
developed based on following assumption.

- Revenue of interregional transport sector is composed of freight rate and insurance.- Input structure of interregional transport sector is not stated in the input-output table. If it
is assumed that the structure is involved in export amount, the structure ii calculated by
following process. Total output of interregional transport sector is distributed according t6
the input structure of transport sector, which is stated in the table.- Pu"! regionias only one port. All trade goods are transported through the port.- Production factors are capital and labor. Both are regionally imm6Uile. Capital is not
transferable across sectors. Labor can move to othei sector in same region and it is
assumed that wage rate is identical in the region.

- Firms, households and regional governmeniexist in each region.- Regional government levy direct and indirect taxes and-all of them are to be fond of
government expenditure.

- Goods that is classified to 
.same commodity produced in different regions are regarded

different goods. This is well-known Armington assumption.- Only one interregional transport firm exists and its dernand is derived demand of goods.
lreight rate is suggested by intenegional transport firm.

- Freight rate of each transport link is calculated considering competition. Interregional
transportation freight rate roles numeraire.

- Intra-regional transportation freight rate is decided while profit of interregional transport
firm is set to be zero.

- Final demand is composed of households' consumption, government consumption, fixed
capital formation and increase in stocks.

- Indirect taxes and increase in stocks are given exogenously.
- Price of products in the rest of the world (ROW) iJ 1.
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3.2 Pmduction

CES and Lrontief technology is adopted as a production function of industry j in region s,

mainly due to the data availability. Each industry in each region has a CES value added

function with capital and labor is substitutable primary input, and has fixed coefficient

intermediate requirements in terms of composite goods. Fixed requirements of composites

* U" mot by a substitutable mix of comparable domestic and imported goods. CFS

functions are uied at choice of produced region for each fixed composite requirement. Value

added function and production function are expressed as follows'

vi -vi[qi(r,1'1-rt/'i +(r-ei)(I-'j) 
<o"'-t)f oi''"i/toi-rr 
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Equation 6 is derived from the first order conditions for cost minimization in each industry.

S;ppo." price of every goods and factors are unity and profits of each industry is zero,

nquation 7 is obtained. xf is intermediate input goods i produced in region r, Ki is

capital and Lj labor. Considering transportation cost, two type of price, that is producer

price and 
"oo.uln". 

price, are introducd. Producer price ofgoodsj in region s and consumer

price of goods i produced in region r in region s ate expressed as pi urd qi" resPectively.

Consumer price qi" is represented as the sum of producer price pl and transportation cost

C, introduced later. Behavior of industry j in region s is formulated as minimization of cnst.

o and d are substitution elasticity. Oj is a rent of capital of industry j in s and of is

wage in region s.

33 Demand

Behavior of households is formulated as a utility maximization problem constrained with their

income. The Cobb-Douglas utility function is adopted:
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(13)
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where y[ is consumption of goods i produced in region r at final demand sector k in region
s, Wf is total consumption of final demand sector k in region s. Final demand sector k
indicates 1: households consumption, 2: government consumption, 3: fixed capital formation
and 4: increase in stocks.

Solve the maximization problem above, y[ is derived as follows.

,f = ffiw;
r tti 

q[

Suppose a transfer income of region s from other regions is TR' and an indirect tax paid by
industry j in region s is ITj, total final demand G' is represented as follows.

G' = > ojKl +,J)L: + )Irj +rR'
rjj

Subtract taxes from Gs, disposable income of households ws is deriverd.
w' = (1- 'l)) ojKj + (t - ri)ctr) Lj + TR'

rj
Here, r'* and c", indicate corporate tax and income tax respectively.
Suppose savings rate ofhouseholds in region s is d, households consumption is

wi = (1- os)w'- dw;
and hence, government consumption is

wj = r'*) pixj + r'rr,f ) Lj * )rrj - riwi
jjj

where Wf is increase in stocks and r{ and l, is weight parameter.

3.4 Savings and Investment

It is assumed that firms do not have internal reserve, therefore savings in
This is the funds for investments. considering increase in stocks,-the
fixed capital formation, is represented as follows.

%' = o'w'- y;w;

region s is dW'
investment, that is

(16)

3.5 Interregional Ttansportation

Relationship between .transportation cost and intermediate input from
transportation firm to industry i in region r is

?p)))t";"r*"Ivr)=));li
cf = mld"z

where cii is a unit transportation cost of transaction

intenegional

(17)

(18)

xuf , z is unit transportation fee, mi is
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tonnage of unit price worth of goods i produced in region r, d" is distance between region r

and region s, and T,f is transportation service input from interregional transportation firm to

industry i in region r at period t. Period t indicates 0: bench mark year and 1: future.

Transportation service inputs in future are

T,l = N' - No) 6i + loi (1e)

where Nr is total ogtput of interregional transortation firm at period t and 6i is proportion

parameter. Besides, exports from industry i in region r to ROW in future is calculated by

E,i =(Mr-Mo)ei+Eoi (20)

where Mt is total output of ROW at period t and e I is proportion parameter.

Transportation cost between region r and region s crs is assumed identical irrespective of

industry and it is represented as

c" =Tartff" -/))n{a"(xf +r[) (r,'s)

(dI-S )c")

'"=]iffi@-);:-

(2r)

(22)

where Tariffo is a standard freight rate between region r and region s and / (>0) is

competition paremeter. It is derived from difference between producer price and consumer

price in each transaction. The parameter / cannot be obtained owing to data availability,

therefore sensitivity of / is observed in the numerical experiment'

4. NUMERICAL SPECIFICATION

The model is to be apptied to four major economic regions, they are Japan, USA, EU and Asia'

The basic source is ihe four regionai international input-output table in 1990. This table is

"n 
accountirg matrix includin[ domestic transaction and interregional trade. Intermediate

sectors of thJtable are reformJd to demonstrate interreglonal transportation sectorshown as

iig*" f . Financial statements of three major ocean carriers in Japan, which are I'IYK' MO

"ri Xt are referred and then input structure and sales amount of intenegional transportation

sector are estimated.

Region 1

Goodsl " Goodsn
Region m
Goods1 " Goodsn Transport

Region 1 Goods 1

Goods n

Region m Goods 1

Goods n

Transoort

Figure 1. Form of the inPut data
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5. NUMERICAL EXPERIMENT

5.1 Port Related Cost

Suppose that port facilities are improved and port related costs, especially for large vessel are
reduced in Japan. Unit transportation costs, r, between Japan and EU and USA are
discounted at ten-percent as Figure 2. Competition parameter d set to zero. Goods are
grouped in three divisions that are primary product, secondary product and tertiary product.
Parameter mi is set to 1 in case of primary and secondary products and is set to 0 in case of
tertiary product, mainly due to the data availability.

Summarized some previous research works, elasticity parameters are given as Table 1.
Other parameters derived from the input-output table are shown in tiUte Z and 3. If
transportation costs are changed, producer prices, wages, rent and transaction amount are
changed in equilibrium systems. The rates of change of above variables are shown in Thble
4 and 5. 

. 
Producer price and.wage rise in only Japan. Rent rises in Japan, EU and primary

industry in USA. Transaction amounts are standardized by price in bench mark yeai
therefore Table 5 shows the change in quantity. Table 5 ignores a transaction of tertiary
product, because it does not involve freight movement. As the result, trade amounts increasl
oa the whole, especially from/to Japan. Ten-percent reduction in transportation cost lead to
about one-percent increase in trade amount.

, 1.800Japan ,1
t \z,ooo7
1,,* \

Table 1. Parameters of eiasticity

Secondary 0.9 1.2
Tertiary 1.0 0.8

U
Secondary 0.9 1.0
Tertiary 1.0 1,.7

E
Secondary 0.9 1.2
Tertiary 1.0 0.9

Secondary 0.9 1.3
_Tertiary 1.0 1.0

.000 > usA

.d
Asia

Figure 2. Change ofTransportation Cost

Table2. Savings rate, corporate tax rate and
income tax rate

o' , ri. zi@tmusA o.t526 0.1253 0.1100EU 0.23t9 o.r+os 0.1468Asia 0.3434 0.0071 0.0071

Table 3. Parameters of increase in stock

vl

Governmentconsumption 0.0917
Fixed capital formation 0.3249

Governmentconsumption 0.1868
Fixed capital formation 0.1443

EU
Governmentconsumption 0.t967
Fixed capital formation 0.2116

Asia Households consumption 0.5702
Governmentconsumption 0.1088
Fixed capital formation 0.3210

Secondary 0.9
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Table 4. Change of producer price, rent and wage (%) --.
Producer price Rent Wage

Tertiarv 0.0886 0.1017 0.1210

ffi -o.ooo3 o.o41s -o.o2oe

Secondary

Secondary

Primary
Secondary

Primary
Secondary
Tert

-0.0092
-0.0070

0.0329
0.0191
-0.1114
-0.1157
-0.1117

-0.0009
-0.0009
-0.1287
-0j287
-0.1287

0.0531 0.1153 0.1210

-0.0227 -0.0115 -0.0209

-0.1015
-0.0800
-0.1005

Table 5. of transaction amount

r.3t02
1.6182
0.2834
0.1052

Final Demand
USA EU

0.76r'1 0.9105
0.0038 0.0119
0.0183 0.0031
0.1166 0.0936

-0.0313 -0.0194

Asia

Japan
USA
EU
Asia
ROW

0.0808
0.1055
0.0082

-0.0025
-0.0008

5.2 Frcight Rate Discount

Suppose that freight rate competition is intensified in the intenegional transportation-' Jt ]t

"s**"4 
that freilght rate is riduccd if transport demand increase. The behavior of whole

system is observei, whilc / is inacased gredially from zero. one result is shown in Figure

3. Behaviors of tradc emount elnoag att tegions are similar to this example' When / is

around fifuOq tramdion amorlnt is equal to the case that transportation cost is ten percent

i.d"".a. Attircrgl, ttis sys,em involves distortion at the transportation cost, behavior of

results are stable.' Sinie irrtenegional trade amount is quite less thal intra-regional trade

amount, the change in the condi-tion of intenegional transportation does not affect whole

system so much.

Export from Japan to USA (billion dollar)

96

95

94.41

n:

93

92

-15 -10 -5 0 5 10

0

Figure 3. Sensitivity of competition paremeter C

lntermediate InPut
USA EU

0J4i0 09250 0.8110 -0.11

t.721.0 0.0030 0.0010 0.001

t.tt20 0.0090 0.0010 -0.1

0.2190 0.0700 0.0020
0.1100 -0.1800 -0.0990 -0.1171
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6. CONCLUSION

This paper presented SCGE model, which can discuss behavior of interregional transport
sector as an independent economic unit and freight rate competition. The stability of the
model is confirmed by numerical experiment. Change of price of goods, total output, GDp
and trade amount in each region can be measured. Change of welfare in each region is also
measurable. The numerical experiment considers only thiee goods in four mafur regions,
however it is not the matter to apply this model to more goods and regions if neceisary data is
available. Ministry of Intemational Trade and Industry in Japan has already composed
inpuhoutput table of forty goods in four major regions. An anaiysis of trade of forty goods
is practicable.

For more reliable model, it will be observed the change of freight rate and trade amounts and
cleared the relationship of them. To clarify the meaning of vilue of competition parameter
and relationship between parameter and actual situation are the further siudies. And this
model leaves much to be desired, for example a way of conversion from monetary amount
into weight amount.
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